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turning over stones the value of primary sources
the three items in this issue of the historians comercornercotner are

all different subject matter but their presentation as a group
is connected with one central theme the importance of going
to original sources in our continual quest for historical knowl-
edge

A prominent historian once remarked that the historian s

experience is something like that of an outdoorsman who loves
hiking in the mountains but instead of just looking at the scen-
ery he turns over the stones all sorts of new and interesting
things suddenly emerge from under them and so it is that
as we ply through the little used diaries letters and other
papers of the past a little time spent in examination turning
them over so to speak often results in some unexpected and
even exciting finds what s more these new discoveries are
often more than just interesting curositiescuriosities for sometimes even
a small one adds important depth to our understanding of
some past event

three cases in point for many years mormon scholars
have been aware of the political kingdom of god concept
which characterized the thinking and planning of mormon
leaders over 100 years ago but who has ever supposed that
they went so far as to design a flag or flags for it michael
quinn has discovered three possible flags and in the process
added a new phase to our knowledge of the kingdom in his
description of the stephen post collection max evans points
out for us a rich field of research where many new stones
may be turned and david williams while doing research
completely unconnected with mormon history discovered the
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original of an interesting letter which throws important light
on the background of anti mormon sentiment in the 1850s

THE STEPHEN POST collection
max J evans

the historical department of the church has received a
collection of the papers of stephen post an early member of
the church and a member and leader of a variety of schis-
matic groups post was born in new york state in 1810 he
joined the church in 1835 and moved to kirtland where he
became a member of the second quorum of seventy begin-
ning almost immediately to engage in missionary work hebe de-
fended the church and answered its critics in 1837 it was
said that his defence sic of mormanismnormanismMormanism sic we suppose
is the best which can be made 1 his first mission for the
church sent him to michigan in 1839 his second call be-
ginning in 1844 was to pennsylvania and new york

included in the collection are twelve volumes of journals
kept from the day of his baptism until his death in 1879 most
of the journal entries give an account of post s missionary trav-
els and his religious activities post was in pennsylvania when
the prophet joseph smith was killed the following is his ac-
count of learning of the maryrdommartyrdommaryrdom

july sun 7thath 1844 the country is now filled with
reports about the mormon war the general belief is that
joseph smith is killed the reports are rather contradictory
& so I1 do not make up my mind on them one thing is cer-
tain there has been a great excitement at nauvoo

july 28 I1 have now recievedrelievedrecieved confirmatory news
by the nauvoo neighbor of the disturbance there jo-
seph & hyrum smiths sic were murdered in carthage jail
june 27 PMRM

after the prophet s death post continued his mission in the
east and apparently moved his family there although he
was aware of the move west under the leadership of brig

brother evans is supervisor of the processing section of the church archives
the christian palladium 1 august 1837 p 110


